Encyclopedia Britannica Online

Britannica Online is the enhanced online version of the print Encyclopedia Britannica. In addition to thousands of articles, it also features a dictionary/thesaurus, atlas, quotations, news links, media and video clips, journal articles, previewed websites and more. Access it by logging in to Campus Connect and then clicking on the Library tab. Click on Search and Find and then Reference. the link to Britannica Encyclopedia Online is located under Reference and in the A-Z List on the left-side navigation.

Search Options: type word or phrase in search box, choose Britannica or Dictionary and click Go.
1. Use keywords only, not words like a, is, those, but, if, them etc.
2. Two or more keywords or phrases need to be connected by either AND, OR, or NOT.
   a. AND - articles contain all of the keywords or phrases.
   b. OR - articles contain any one of the keywords or phrases.
   c. NOT - eliminates articles containing certain keywords or phrases
3. The Advanced Search feature can be used to narrow the search.

News
Learn something new every day through selected articles, biographies, historical events, news sources and spotlighted topics.

Research Tools
Good sources for topics and other specific information

Browse
Organized information sorted by relevance
Search Results Screen:

Encyclopedia Britannica results always display first

Media & Video results always shown on right

Click on each of these links to see more results.

Workspace - Save articles for future use; click on page icon beside each title.

SAVING ARTICLES OPTIONS

Printing or emailing

Links to more results.

Links to related articles underlined.

Click on any images or videos for larger view or to play.

Article Screen: can use Search box on either screen to change search terms at any time

Article’s table of contents
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